Biel, 15.06.2015

BUDO-K – new official partner of the World Yoseikan Federation
Dear Sir or Madam
BUDO-K
I am pleased to take this opportunity to be able to officially introduce myself and my company BUDO-K to
your World Federation.
We are a retail and manufacturing company for martial arts equipment in Switzerland. Besides our own
BUDO-K brand, we are the official distributor for the karate label ARAWAZA for Germany, Austria and
Switzerland. Furthermore, we are exclusive distributor of all Trocellen brand tatami (floor mats) products
for Switzerland and Austria. We have a broad product range, and in addition to supplying traditional
martial arts like Yoseikan Budo, karate, judo, ju-jitsu etc. we also offer products for boxing, kick-boxing,
MMA and many more.
WYF partnership with BUDO-K
As of the 2015/2016 season, we are the new official partner of the World Yoseikan Federation.
This means that we can use the worldwide protected Yoseikan Budo logo in combination with our
products and our brand. All BUDO-K brand Yoseikan Budo equipment such as Yoseikan suits, boxing
gloves, shin/foot protection, belts etc. comply with WYF specifications and are officially certified and thus
approved for worldwide use in competitions and trials. We strive to make our products available at costeffective prices to all associations and clubs, as well as to private customers. Furthermore, we continue to
collaborate with the WYF to develop and launch new products and product enhancements.
New EMONO sports equipment by BUDO-K – WYF approved 2015
As an example of our innovative strength and good cooperation with the WYF, over the past three years
we have developed new EMONO sports equipment (Tchobo, Tambo, Kombo). Following numerous
prototypes, the latest “weapons generation“ has now been successfully tested on the occasion of the
2015 European Yoseikan Championship in Bratislava! At present, this is the only sports equipment which
is officially approved by the WYF. The foam weapons are individually hand-crafted at our Swiss production
facility and meet the WYF’s high requirements in all respects.
Effective immediately, our EMONO sports equipment, as well as all other products (see our online store at
www.budo-k.ch) can be ordered from us. BUDO-K offers special pricing conditions to associations and
clubs. Please feel free to inquire about special quotes.
We look forward to a mutually successful cooperation!
Should you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
My best sporting regards,

Christof Kunz
BUDO-K owner and CEO

